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LNOTICE'0FVIOLATION|

.

Wisconsin Electric Company Docket No. 50-266
Docket No. 50-301-

4

As a result of- the inspection conducted from September 1 through October 15,
1988, and in.accordance with the " General Policy and Procedures for NRC
Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, the following violation
wasLidentified: *

. ..
. 1'10 CFR.50, Appendix B, . requires in Part V, " Activities affecting quality shall

be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures, or drawings, of a type
appropriate to the' circumstances and shall be accomplished in accordance with
these instructions, procedures, or drawings."

'

Procedure ICP 2.1, " Periodic' Test Reactor Protection and Safeguards Analog'

Channels 1 Through IV," which is a procedure affecting quality, requires in
Step 2.20 of Appendix A that th5 " Unblock SI" bistable switch be placed in the;

trip position during performance of the test; and' Step 2.49 of Appendix A
requires that the bistable trip switch be returned to normal at the conclusion,

of the test.1

Contrary to the above, on September 14, 1988, an instrument and control
technician failed to return the " Unblock SI" bistable switch to the normal
position after the test was completed even though Step 2.49 had been checkedi off as having been completed

~

This is'a Severiti Level. IV violation (Supplement I).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, you are required to submit to this
office within thirty days of the date of this Notice a written statement or
ex

31anation in reply, including (for each violation:(1) corrective action 2ta cen and the results achieved; 2) corrective action to be taken to avoid
further violations; and (3) the date when full compliance will be achieved.
Consideration may be'given to extending your response time for good cause.,

shown. j

[(|0CT 2 81988

Dated. R. C. Knop, Chief '' '

- ' Reactor Projects Branch 3
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